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Figure 1 Irish peat spade, Accession No. 2014.140.1 

HISTORY 

This artifact is a peat spade, or sleán, donated under the title of “Irish peat moss spade.” 

Originally, the Peterborough Museum and Archives accession file only listed the name of the 

donor, Shirley O’Grady. (Provenance is redacted to protect donor information. Please contact 

the Peterborough Museum and Archives for details). Shirley and her husband Fred used to run 

the Peterborough County Irish Festival, which they started in 1987.1 Prior to this, Shirley and 

Fred ran the Rose of Tralee pageant between 1970 and 1985, which included trips as 

ambassadors for North America to the festival’s base in Tralee, Kerry, Ireland.  

The blade was acquired in Blennerville, Co. Kerry, Ireland. Shirley then lent the blade to 

a friend in the hopes that a handle that suited the blade could be attached to it, but a railway coal 

shovel handle was attached instead.2  

Sleáns were a common tool in farming communities near wetlands because of the 

people’s need for a cheap fuel source. The practice of using peat, more commonly referred to as 

                                                           
1 “1st Peterborough Irish Festival, 1987,” pamphlet, accession number 92-0104, Peterborough Museum & 

Archives, Peterborough, Ontario. 
2 Shirley O’Grady, interviewed by author, 10 October 2017; “O’Grady, Frederick Raymond,” The 

Peterborough Examiner, (Peterborough, ON), 14 July 2004. 
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‘turf’ in Ireland, as fuel was first noted in the first century AD in Germanic and Celtic regions of 

Europe. Irish vocabulary evolved around these practices because of the practice’s pervasiveness 

in their culture. Dialects affected variant names of the cutting stages and instruments in each part 

of the country.3 As an example, the word bog reflects the Irish word bogach which means soft 

ground, a common sign of a peat resource.4  

The peat harvesting trade is a worldwide practice in areas where peatland, or compacted 

organic marshlands, is available; these usually exist in the northern hemisphere in post-glacier 

areas, like Europe and Canada. The west coast of Ireland and mountainous terrain elsewhere in 

the British Isles normally has ‘blanket bogs’, or poorly drained bogs, where more peat 

accumulates than soil.5 Peat-cutting practices are widely spread in this geological area, and 

communities develop around the practice. 

Peat is harvested in various remote areas in Canada, though the culture surrounding the 

practice has never reached the same prominence as that within Ireland. There are various peat 

associations within Canada (such as the Canadian Sphagum Peat Moss Association, the Québec 

Peat Moss Producers Association, the New Brunswick Peat Producers Association, and the 

Crenéau Tourbe & Agroenvironnement) who moderate industrial peat production. These 

associations note than only 0.03% of Canada’s viable peatlands are harvested, and the product is 

                                                           
3 “The Turf Spade,” Pathways to Cultural Landscapes. Information taken from John Feehan and Grace 

O´Donovan, The Bogs of Ireland. An Introduction to the Natural, Cultural and Industrial Heritage of Irish 

Peatlands, (Dublin: 1996): p1-24, (accessed from http://www.pcl-eu.de/virt_ex/detail.php?entry=05, 26 September 

2017). 
4 Peter Foss and Catherine O’Connell, “Bogland: Study and Utilization,” in Nature in Ireland: A Scientific 

and Cultural History, ed. John Wilson Foster and Helena C.G. Chesney (Montreal: McGill-Queen’s University 

Press, 1998): 184. 
5 Foss and O’Connell, 184. 
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usually used for horticultural purposes. These harvests accounts for 1.14 million tonnes of peat 

production across Canada per year.6  

The methods for harvesting have not changed much throughout the centuries, though a 

variation occurred in the tool’s formation. Sleáns were specialized devices and locally made to 

the specifications of the users or of the blacksmiths, even though the method of turf cutting was 

the same anywhere within Ireland.7 The tools were a representation of the necessities of their 

local culture, and an experienced turf cutter would know how useful any sleán would be to his 

own environment. 

 The turf-cutting practice was also a family or community occasion, even though each 

cutter would keep his own section of peat it was a collective experience. The stronger men would 

perform the hard labour while younger men and children would move the peat blocks to dry. 

Once dry, the younger ones would then transport it to their own home or around the village to be 

sold.8 

Within Ireland, peat replaced gas and oil as a primary fuel source in the 1930s due to the 

difficulties importing petroleum product. This fuel change was organized through the Turf 

Development Board, created to develop rural employment during the Depression era, and turf 

became a primary fuel and heat source during the rationing of coal during the Second World 

War. Sod peat electricity stations developed in the 1950s and the idea of Ireland producing its 

own electricity was encouraged by various international fuel crises of the 1950s and 1960s. Peat 

is still used in some rural households through private harvesting as peat bricks can burn for close 

                                                           
6 “Peat and Peatland Statistics,” Peat and Peatlands 2017, http://peatmoss.com/peat-moss-industry-figures/ 

(accessed 27 December 2017). 
7 “The Turf Spade,” Pathways to Cultural Landscapes. 
8 Cathal Coyle, “Turf Cutting,” Culture of Northern Ireland, 24 November 2005, 

http://www.culturenorthernireland.org/features/heritage/turf-cutting 
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to an hour in fireplaces.9 The main peat harvester in Ireland is Bord na Móna, who is in the 

process of switching to biomass, wind, and water electric generators due to bog land 

conservation.10  

 

MATERIAL 

This artifact has two separate objects pieced 

together to create it. The first section of the artifact is the 

spade blade, forged of iron in a unique design. The 

second portion of the artifact is the shovel shaft, made of 

wood (possibly oak), and a cast iron handle (seen in 

Figure 2).  

 

                                                           
9 Marc Lallanilla, “Turf Wars: Irish Fighting Ban on Peat Harvesting,” LiveScience, 29 July 2013, 

https://www.livescience.com/38498-ban-on-turf-cutting-peat.html (accessed 14 October 2017). 
10 Greene, “The story of Peat in Ireland.” 

Figure 2 Handle, inscribed with "Bolton Johnson" 
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CONSTRUCTION 

The artifact was amalgamated from two parts: the peat blade and a shaft attached to a 

handle, creating a ‘false artifact’ (seen in Figure 3). The shaft and handle were originally 

intended to be used as part of a railway tamping shovel, designed and patented by Samuel J. 

Bolton and John Johnson on July 

18, 1874 in Memphis, TN, USA. 

The handle was cast in one piece 

for strength and lightness, and 

could easily be attached to a shaft 

of wood with one fastening. It 

was intended as a sturdy handle 

where if the shaft of the shovel 

breaks, it can easily be replaced with a new 

attachment. The shovel design, known for its curved shaft, was used to pack soil under railway 

ties.11 It is possible that the curved end of the shaft was removed as only the straight shaft portion 

remains attached to the peat spade, representing the adaptability of the shovel’s original purpose. 

The shovel handle was attached to the blade in Canada by a friend of the artifact’s donor 

as she only was given the spade blade and wanted an authentic-looking handle for it.12 Sleáns 

were often hand-made, and cutters would travel to the best sleán maker or order one well in 

advance of the harvesting season.13  

 

                                                           
11 S.J. Bolton and John Johnson, Improvement in Shovels, Memphis, TN, United States of America Patent 

154012, 11 August 1874. 
12 Shirley O’Grady, 2017. 
13 Shane Lehane, “Sleán Turf in North Cork,” Folk Life 42:1, 2013: 75. 

Figure 3 Detail of the original blade artifact where it was 
attached to the coal shovel handle. 
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DESIGN 

This artifact measures 85cm in length. The blade is 13.5cm in width and the same in 

height, and is 29.25cm in length. The handle is 10cm at the widest point, and the shaft is 

3.375cm in diameter. The weight is unevenly dispersed as the blade outweighing the handle, 

though the process of peat-cutting would utilize gravity as it consists of a downward motion 

rather than a scooping motion. Like a regular spade blade, the sleán is rectangular and is to be 

used for cutting digging rather than scooping. Unlike an ordinary spade, it also has a 

perpendicular blade with a curved edge (a wing) extending from the base (a treader or head), as 

seen on Figure 4.14 This squared edge allows for the formation of a peat brick during the first 

cut, which was then lifted out of the bog and onto drier land. The sleán could also be a right-

handed or left-handed instrument depending on which side the wing was on; a right-handed 

sleán’s wing would be on the left of the flat spade, while a left-handed one had the wing on the 

right side.15 The shape of the sleán would also be attributed to its purpose in the cutting process. 

Breast sleáns were used to horizontally cut and remove the peat squares once cut from the top as 

well, and usually had a longer handle. Breast sleáns may not have a wing as part of their 

apparatus. Foot sleáns, like this artifact, were pressed into the earth from the top, sometimes with 

the help of the foot. Either or both sleáns were used during harvesting because of the cutting 

techniques in the region.16 

The blades were made with an open socket where the shaft of a handle could be inserted, 

which was made when the two sides of the blade’s top were pulled back to form ‘collars’. The 

‘collars’ would wrap around any handle, making it a versatile instrument that could be fitted on 

                                                           
14 J. Keeler Johnson, “Spade Vs. Shovel: What’s the Difference?” Hobby Farms, 17 March 2017, 

http://www.hobbyfarms.com/spade-vs-shovel-whats-the-difference/ (accessed 17 October 2017). 
15 Lehane, 75. 
16 Ian Rotherham, Peat and Peat Cutting, (Oxford, UK: Shire House Publications Ltd., 2009): 36. 
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any handle the cutter had on hand. 17 

The curved edge of this blade would cut 

through the roots within a bog when pulling a 

section out of the ground in an upward motion, 

and the thinness of the blade would be utilized 

for digging into the ground.18 An original sleán 

handle was much longer that this artifact for the 

cutter to use it as leverage when pulling the 

section of peat out of the ground. The sleán’s 

handle would be up to the user’s navel and 

needed a flat handle for the ease of pushing it 

down.19 

 

FUNCTION 

The artifact was used in the cutting process of peat harvesting. Peat harvesting, or turf-

cutting, has been a practice in Ireland for centuries, though it became an important source of 

household fuel after the 17th century with the depletion of Ireland’s woodlands.20 Turf-cutting 

was a family affair with all members of the household contributing to the harvest process. The 

cutting began around May, or late April in the warmer years, because the frost within the 

                                                           
17 “The Turf Spade,” Pathways to Cultural Landscapes.. 
18 Coyle, “Turf Cutting,”  
19 Lehane, 75-76. 
20 Eva Greene, “The story of Peat in Ireland,” Ireland2050.ie, 2017, http://ireland2050.ie/past/peat/ 

(accessed 4 October 2017). 

Figure 4 Detail of the blade 
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peatlands would have warmed by this month, and there was less of a chance to break the sleán’s 

blade.21 

The process of turf-cutting began with the act of scraping off the top layer of grass and 

soil to reveal peat underneath. The turf was then cut from the top of the bank by the strongest 

man, and the section is lifted out by another person. The turf was then dried in a pyramid-like 

arrangement, and carried off later by the younger family members.22 Each step required different 

tools to be used, and all but the sleán were repurposed in the farm fields.23 

 The sleán itself would last no more than five or six years, even with proper care and 

handling. Sleáns were treasured by their cutters, but they were also thought to be a very practical 

tool rather than a decorative one. Men would grease or oil their blades, and wrapped them in 

sack when not in use, to prevent rust or corrosion.24  

 

IDENTIFICATION 

This sleán is from Blennerville, Kerry, Ireland. The blade was used in family turf-cutting 

practices which were most likely for local or personal use. Blennerville is a small, rural town 

outside of the town of Tralee, and the only source of industry was the windmill and now is the 

Tralee Bay Nature Reserve. These wetlands are within a few kilometers of the centre of the 

Blennerville hamlet, and prior to their designation as a special area of conservation, they were 

open bog lands that the public could use.25 Small harvests of peat cutting would easily be 

accomplished along the Tralee Bay, stretching through Blennerville. There is no known 

                                                           
21 Lehane, 73. 
22 Coyle, “Turf Cutting.” 
23 Lehane, 74. 
24 Ibid., 75. 
25 “Tralee Bay Wetlands and Nature Reserve,” Tralee Bay Wetlands Centre/ Ionad Bogach Bhá Thrá Lí, 

2017, http://www.traleebaywetlands.org/information/about (accessed 17 October 2017).  
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information on where this blade was constructed, though it is possibly from the Kerry County 

region of Ireland as the artifact was used there.  

This sleán is a left-handed instrument because its wing is on the right side. The position 

of the wing allows for a better distribution of force when cutting, and a left-handed cutter would 

place his left hand on the handle rather than closer to the blade; he would lean towards the right 

during a cut, so the wing would be more of use to him on the right side. It also resembles a foot 

sleán because of the large wing and the ability to cut a block of peat without assistance. 

This object is an amalgamation of two objects with separate original purposes, and as 

such it does not represent the true appearance or utility of a peat spade. The handle does not 

match the sleán design and would not have been useful for its original purpose; in this design, it 

is a false artifact.26 Leverage is needed for the turf-cutting practice, and the handle it currently 

has was only attached for aesthetic purposes. The handle could be the right height for a shorter 

cutter, but the handle grip is the wrong style for the job to be completed without hands slipping 

or resulting in sore hands. The handle would usually be flat to push down on it easier, and the 

rounded handle it currently holds would create too much pressure on the hand and wrist to 

perform this motion. The handle was made as a scooping instrument for railway usage, and was 

designed with an entirely different handling method in mind.  

The sleán was kept in good repair during its usage. The artifact is chipped only slightly 

along the bottom and is dull, meaning it was most likely a retired sleán, and was put aside for a 

newer edition. The blade also has bits of red and green paint that were possibly accrued in 

storage; it is highly unlikely that the blade would have been painted as this layer would serve no 

purpose in the cutting process. The edges of this blade are starting to corrode and rust, though the 

                                                           
26 Shirley O’Grady, 2017. 
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remainder of the blade is in decent shape; it was well-maintained when in use. The blade itself is 

of very unique design. As seen in Figure 5, it was not usual for the wing to be as curved as this 

artifact, or as thick in its width. The curved wing design was more likely to be used in the 

Scottish Highlands rather than the southwest of Ireland.27 

 

EVALUATION 

Parks Canada has many peat spades in its 

collections, although they are of various origins. These 

items are held in the Parks Canada artifact storage 

location in Ottawa, though there are a few in places 

outside storage.28 One shovel in Kings Landing 

Historical Settlement, New Brunswick, is described as 

a ‘t-shaped spade’, though it contains no mention of a 

wing.29 Another artifact through Parks Canada is 

housed in the Nova Scotia Museum, though the 

description is lacking to its shape.30 The Canadian 

Museum of History also holds a peat spade in its 

                                                           
27 Rotherham, 36. 
28 Parks Canada houses various peat shovels in its collection storage in Ottawa under the accession 

numbers: EX.94.11.482; FA.69.247 (noted as an iron spade); X.74.54.7 (noted as Norse-style, or Northern Gaelic). 

All found through Artefacts Canada search at 

https://app.pch.gc.ca/application/artefacts/ws/human/user/www/SearchForm?currLang=English. 
29 Parks Canada, Artefacts Canada, Kings Landing Historical Settlement, “spade,” Catalogue No. 

M69.39.830, accessed through https://app.pch.gc.ca/application/artefacts/ws/human/user/www/Record?w= 

NATIVE%28%27WHOO%2CWAT%2CWEN%2CHOUU%2CWHAIR%2CPRVNOTES+ph+any%27%27peat%2

7%27+ORDER+BY+EVERY+IMAGE+DESC%27%29&upp=0&m=59&currLang=English on 19 October 2017. 
30 Parks Canada, Artefacts Canada, Nova Scotia Museum, “spade – peat,” accession number 68.126, 

accessed from https://app.pch.gc.ca/application/artefacts/ws/human/user/www/Record?w=NATIVE%28%27W 

HOO%2CWAT%2CWEN%2CHOUU%2CWHAIR%2CPRVNOTES+ph+any%27%27peat%27%27+ORDER+BY

+EVERY+IMAGE+DESC%27%29&upp=0&m=55&currLang=English 

Figure 5 Types of sleáns, provided by Pathways to 
Culture Landscape. Source: http://www.pcl-

eu.de/virt_ex/detail.php?entry=05. 
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collection, though it is curved rather than square and its origin unknown.31 Contact with the 

Kerry Museum Ireland, based in Tralee, Ireland (of which Blennerville is now a suburb), shows 

that no such artifacts are in the collections from the Kerry County region.32 The National 

Museum Northern Ireland based in Belfast holds photographs of the turf-cutting practice, but no 

physical artifacts like a peat spade can be traced in its collection.33 The Country Life branch of 

National Museum of Ireland, based in Castlebar, County Mayo, Ireland, contains sleán artifacts, 

though none match the exact design of the PMA’s sleán.34 Based on these results, this style of 

peat spade is rare in collections. There are various sleáns available for sale through channels like 

eBay and Etsy, and through personal collections, though the author has yet to find another sleán 

with similar design and provenance such as the PMA’s artifact.  

 

CULTURAL ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION 

Fred and Shirley O’Grady brought this sleán to Peterborough. They were very much into 

the Irish heritage of Peterborough, and promoted the act of recognizing that heritage through 

various means. The ‘Robinson Irish settlers’ established themselves in Peterborough in a 

migration which began in 1825. Peter Robinson, lawyer of Toronto (then known as York), 

directed a band of Irish emigrants to the area north of Rice Lake in 1825.35 He handpicked from 

settler applications from Cork, Ireland, which families could immigrate to the region known as 

                                                           
31 Canadian Museum of History, “peat spade,” object Number D-1107, accessed from 

http://www.historymuseum.ca/collections/artifact/96098/?q=peat-

spade&page_num=1&item_num=0&media_irn=67326 
32 Sarah O’Farrell, National Museum of Northern Ireland, email correspondence with the author, 18 

October 2017. 
33 National Museum Northern Ireland, Online Collection search, https://www.nmni.com/collections/search-

results.aspx?q=peat%20shovel&id= (accessed 17 October 2017). 
34 Noel Campbell, National Museum Ireland, email correspondence with the author, 1 November 2017. 
35 Charles Ryan, Charles Stuart, and Charles Pelham Mulvany, History of the county of Peterborough, 

Ontario : containing a history of the county, (Toronto, Ont.: C. Blackeet Robinson, 1884): p272. 

http://www.ourroots.ca/toc.aspx?id=12372&amp;qryID=b4dcf935-7ba2-4db9-8845-10c7fff21d54 
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Scott’s Plains. The region was renamed ‘Peterborough’ in Robinson’s honour in 1827 as settlers 

were appreciative of Robinson’s efforts.36 The immigrants adopted their tradition practice of 

pastoral farming within their new settlement; livestock was herded out of the crop fields by May 

1st for crops to grow, and the herder would live near them during the summer months. The 

animals were herded back by November 1st to be close to the permanent home for the winter, and 

provide the fields with manure fertilizer.37 The settlers had to clear their land as well, which was 

used for fuel instead of the addition of the extra laborious task of peat-cutting.  

Fred O’Grady, along with John Corkery and Stan McBride, organized the 150th 

anniversary of the Robinson settlement in 1975, and from this event the idea of forming an Irish 

Club for Peterborough County began.38 

Fred and Shirley organized the Peterborough Irish Festival in the 1987, and were 

International Rose of Tralee ambassadors from 1975-1985 (when the franchise of the pageant 

was in Peterborough).39 They often went to Ireland, and this shovel was brought back in one of 

their journeys. Fred collected Irish objects and stories since he had a strong connection to his 

own Irish background. He was a direct descendant of a Robinson settler.40 These settlers were a 

band of the Irish migrants to the Peterborough area.41 

The sleán signifies the connections of Peterborough’s Irish descendants to their ancestral 

legacy in southwestern Ireland. While peat-cutting practices do not occur in Peterborough, and 

                                                           
36 “City to Mark Peter Robinson Day on Monday,” The Peterborough Examiner, 2 August 2003. 
37 John J. Mannion, Irish Settlement in Eastern Canada: A Study of Cultural Transfer and Adaptation, 

(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1978): 56, 74. 
38 “1st Peterborough Irish Festival, 1987.” 
39 Ed Arnold, “Win ‘a big coup for all of us’,” The Peterborough Examiner, 17 August 2009, 

http://www.thepeterboroughexaminer.com/2009/08/17/win-a-big-coup-for-all-of-us (accessed 4 October 2017). 
40 The following citation is redacted due to personal connections with the donor’s family. They contained 

genealogical records tracing the donor to a Peter Robinson settler (refer to PMA for information). 
41 Kim Reid, Peterborough Museum & Archives, email correspondence with the author, 26 September 

2017. 
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possibly will never occur, the chance to reminisce about the traditions of the Irish homeland still 

exists with this artifact. 

Within the Peterborough area, there has been a study in 1994 on the practicability of 

utilizing a peat resource, if such resources exist, and how usable these bog lands would be based 

on the geology of the area (known as the Great Lake basin).42 The Peterborough area has as 

estimated total peat volume of l 003 400 000 m3 within 5240 hectares of peatlands, though most 

of this amount is within forested areas, making these bog lands difficult to harvest.43 This report 

also details how local peat operations are currently practiced, but a large-scale operation is very 

impractical.44 

Peat harvesting in Ireland is currently in the process of phasing out because it is a 

destructive practice of the bog lands. The hope is all peat harvesting will no longer be the 

primary resource of heat and fuel with the switch to renewable resources by 2030.45 This process 

will significantly decrease the peat harvesting industry, and may increase the number of peat 

spades in collections. 

 

FUTURE RESEARCH 

Further contact with horticultural museums in Ireland and in Canada may lead to a 

definitive place of origin for this sleán. It would also be beneficial to further research the history 

of the O’Shea family to learn exactly where this artifact was used. 

                                                           
42 J.L. Riley, “Peat and Peatland Resources of Southern Ontario,” (Ministry of Northern Development and 

Mines, Queen’s Printer for Ontario: Ontario Geological Survey, 1994): 31, 33. 
43 Riley, 40. 
44 Riley, 80. 
45 Greene, “The story of Peat in Ireland”; Peter Murtagh, “Bord na Móna signals end of peat harvesting by 

2030,” The Irish Times, 5 October 2015, https://www.irishtimes.com/news/ireland/irish-news/bord-na-

m%C3%B3na-signals-end-of-peat-harvesting-by-2030-1.2379624 (accessed 14 October 2017). 
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A possible conservation practice would be to find a suitable sleán handle to complete the 

turf-cutting artifact. As of now, the historical section of the sleán that connects to the area is only 

the blade; further research may provide known sources of origin and the history of the Bolton & 

Johnson coal shovel section of this artifact. 
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